
Rubberband Powered Wooden Plunge Cannon 

Tools needed: 

Round file 

5/16 –inch drill bit 

5/16-inch dowel rod 

1/2-inch drill bit 

9/16-rasp ball bit 

9/16-rasp ball bit 

3/4-inch hole saw 

1.5-inch hole saw 

3.5-inch hole saw 

Gutter Nail 

Print the template page and fold on lines indicated.. Wrap the template page around a 2 x 4 x 8.5 inch  

board as shown.   Secure by stapling to block as illus-

trated.  

Drill a 5/16-inch hole through the broad side of the 

board, and about 1/2-inch deep on the narrow side. 
Using the 1.5-inch hole saw arbor, determine the X on the side 

that best  centers the narrow  side.  Drill the pilot hole as deep 

as you can go. 



I used the gutter nail with the head clipped to  drill the remainder of the 

hole depth through to the other side. 

Using the 3/4-inch hole saw…  Drill a score-hole in each of 

the 4 indicated dark colored marks, with the  pilot portion 

of the bit only.  Do not allow the saw portion to penetrate 

the paper yet.   Do the same for the 3.5-inch cross-section 

illustrated here.   The saw part of the bill will tear the pa-

per, so the references need to be copied, by scoring the 

holes. 

Now drill the four 3/4-inch holes as shown here.  

Be sure to keep the plugs created by this  drill, they 

will be used later, in other parts of the cannon. 

Notice the scored-pilot hold mark in the center for 

the  3.5-inch hole saw. 

Using a band saw, cut along the RIP line indicated 

up to the stop line , as shown. 



Using the 3.5-inch hole saw.   Align the pilot bit 

with the score-mark on the board as indicated, 

and cut the board.   This will make the wheels. 

Using the 1.5-inch hole saw, begin drilling the cannon 

barrel.   Drill until the hole saw tops out, then flip the 

board over and repeat the process from the other pilot 

hole created earlier with the gutter nail.  



By now you should have the barrel, two wheels, left over 

plugs from the wheel hole cut-outs, and the cannon chassis. 

Using a miter-saw, cut the 2 x 4  as shown on the top side of the line.  Do the same for angled line as well.  (Bottom side) 

Using a long 1/4-inch dowel rod, insert into one of the 

plugs created from the 3/4-inch holes.   The  dowel is a 

safety stick for the next part.    The band saw. 

Using a band saw, cut two  wheel spacer s about 1/2-

inch thick. 

Using the band saw.  Cut a notch into the end of the remaining  plug as 

shown.   This will be used later to hold the rubber band  in place for the  

action-part of the plunger. 

Be sure to sand any rough edges from the components created. 



To create the muzzle, drill a 1/2-hole halfway into one side of 

the barrel.   The other side  will be for the action-plunger. 

Using the  9/16-inch rasp ball… Drill into the 1/2-inch 

muzzle to the depth drilled by the 1/2-drill bit. 

Flip the barrel over to the action 

side.   Using the 5/16-inch drill bit, 

re-drill the action hole to 5/16-

inch.   Be sure to  drill into the 9/16

-inch chamber of the barrel. 

Using the arbor only from the 3.5-inch hole saw.  

 Position the bit, about  3/4-inch from end of the  action

-side  of the barrel.   Drill slowing through the barrel. 

Glue and insert 1/4-inch dowels into the two holes drilled from 

previous step.  Try not to enter the action chamber with dowels. 

From the muzzle side, using the cannon chassis and hole-plug.  

Drill a hole on the muzzle half of the barrel all the through the 

barrel into  about 1/4-inch of the chassis. 



Apply a generous layer of wood glue on the chassis as 

shown.  Align the  barrel to the hole  drilled into the chassis 

and press the  two components together. 

Insert the 1/4-inch dowel all the  way through the barrel, 

leaving about 1/4-inch extending from the the other side. 

Apply a small drop of wood glue on 1/4-inch side only. 

Using the 9/16-inch rasp ball…  Drill through the dowel rod. 

Remove the  dowel from the top of the barrel.  The hole 

that remains will be a static chamber vent hole. 



The notched action-plunger’s dowel  should be about 1-inch 

less the length of the  entire barrel, as shown above. 

Using a 5-inch piece of 1/4-inch dowel rod.   Slide one of the 

wheel spaces on to the dowel, leaving enough dowel pro-

truding for the wheel attachment.  Apply some glue to the 

wheel side facing the spacer, and attach as shown. 

Insert the dowel-wheel assembly into the  cannon chassis as 

shown.  Attach the other wheel spacer.  Leave enough space 

to allow the wheel axle to spin freely.  Apply glue to the 

other wheel hole area. 

Use the band saw to trim excess dowel rod protrusions from 

the outside edge of the wheel. 

Cut 6-inches from the 5/16-inch dowel rod.  Apply some glue to the 

tip, and insert the dowel into the rear hole drilled in the chassis. 

Insert the plunger, attach a rubber band to the dowels as shown. 

Load the cannon from the muzzle.  Pull the action plunger, re-

lease to fire.   BE SURE NOT TO POINT THE CANNON AT ANYONE. 




